Are you interested in learning how to make typical Spanish dishes? Now is the opportunity you have been waiting for!!

One of the ICS housemothers has been a professional cook and caterer for decades and offers cooking classes for those of our students who wish to learn how to prepare the most typical and delectable dishes of Spain.

Each class costs 7 euros. You can sign up for any one of them, or all of them. First, you will learn to cook like a Spaniard and then you will get to eat the final product! (Rosa provides the beverages)!

Classes are two hours long: from 7 – 9 pm.

What better way to start off the cooking classes than with the classic Spanish Paella?! You will learn how to prepare one of Spain’s most loved and internationally renowned dishes of all. It’s a delicious, healthy and most colorful dish that just about everyone loves!

Classes are both instructive and really fun!!

Sign up in the ICS

Later classes:

Gazpacho
A refreshing and tasty tomato drink or soup.

Tortilla Española
The always delicious potato omelette!

Sangria
The most famous of Spanish drinks!

San Jacobos
Little “booklets” of ham and cheese, or our vegetarian version with eggplant!

Holy Week sweets
Typical delicacies found in households throughout the country!